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THANK TO OUR INDUSTRY PARTNERS!

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVES
Interior Perspectives is a day long CEU event coupled with the AIA Building Products Expo and 
held in conjunction with the AIA Wisconsin Convention at the Monona Terrace in Madison, WI

9:30 - 11:00am Seminar 1 • 0.1 CEU
The New Artificial: Authenticity and Materials
Grace Jeffers - Design Historian, Materials Specialist and Writer

11:00 - 2:00pm AIA WI Building Expo* (Includes walking lunch) 
Your Portfolio, Your Career: Create, Refresh, Reinvent 

(Behind Pavilion at Expo Hall)

2:00 - 4:00pm Seminar 2 • 0.2 CEU
Unconventional Wisdom for Business Growth: The Courage to 
Lead Interior Design into a New Era
Angela Merola - Professional Business Coach

4:15 - 5:15pm Seminar 3 • 0.1 CEU
Materials in the New Now
Gretchen Wagner - Product Styling Associate at Interface

CELEBRATE IN DESIGN
Celebrate In Design is IIDA Wisconsin’s annual design awards event which honors outstanding 
design by students and professionals in several commercial and residential categories

5:30 – 7:00pm  Cocktail Reception with Silent & Live Auction

7:00 – 8:30pm  Design Awards

DIAMOND PARTNERS:
Corporate Design Interiors
Patcraft

PLATINUM PARTNERS:
Herregan Distributors, Inc. 
Emmons Business Interiors
Interface
Integra
Henricksen 

GOLD PARTNERS:
Destree Architecture & Design
RBC Childcrest Tile & Stone 
Herman Miller
Interior Investments
Allsteel
K.R. Schaetz Associates, Inc. 
Haworth
M&M Office Interiors 

SILVER PARTNERS:
Target Commercial Interiors
Duet Resource Group
Knoll
CJ & Associates, Inc. 
Coyne Associates

SEMINAR COSTS*:    IIDA/ AIA Members   Non-Members    Students
Early bird**  $95  $125 $20
Standard rate     $125  $155 $30

CID TICKET COSTS: $65 
 $75 

$25 

IIDA/ AIA Members 
Non-Members 
Students  
Table size/price 8/ $500  

* AIA WI Building Products Expo and Spotlight Seminars are free

** Early bird rates are applicable through April 10th. Use coupon 
code EB-IP (members & non-members) and EB-IP-Students (students).

free to Interior Perspectives attendees



THANKS TO OUR 
LEGACY EVENT SPONSOR: 

The Wisconsin chapter of IIDA would like to thank AIA Wisconsin 
for its generous and longstanding support of Interior 
Perspectives. Because of this support year after year, we are 
able to bring a high-quality series of seminars to our membership 
and to colleagues in the architectural community as well with the 
goal of advancing our respective professions in the state and 
bringing a high quality of design to the spaces they touch for the 
good of all occupants.



SEMINAR 1  9:30-11:00a 
THE NEW ARTIFICIAL: AUTHENTICITY AND MATERIALS
0.1CEU

UNCONVENTIONAL WISDOM FOR BUSINESS GROWTH: THE 
COURAGE TO LEAD INTERIOR DESIGN INTO A NEW ERA

MATERIALS IN THE NEW NOW
0.1CEU

In this age of tree plantations, engineered lumber and bio board, what, ex-
actly, does “natural” mean? And, are natural materials always a better choice 
than manufactured ones? Explore these and other issues that influence our 
decisions about natural and synthetic materials. Discuss the surprising truths 
about materials, confront some preconceptions and ultimately become a 
more educated specifier. We’ll discuss a new set of criteria for evaluating 
the authenticity and appropriateness of materials—especially wood. Weigh 
the impact of synthetic versus natural materials, including which has the bet-
ter environmental outcome. Learn to tell new stories through material choice. 
You’ll see materials in a more realistic and holistic way.

SEMINAR 2  2:00 - 4:00p

SEMINAR 3  4:15 - 5:15p

Starbucks did it. Apple did it. Tesla is doing it; taking a common everyday
product, turning it upside down, and looking at it with fresh eyes, and then
launching a new product that is an experience, a statement, a way of life.
These people created the insight, tools and courage to take common prod-
ucts and change the face of the world. Interior design is primed and ready
for the same transformation. Do you have the courage to lead this revolu-
tion? I “challenge” you!

This CEU is an experience that will inspire you, fire you up, and equip you
with the right tools to confidently shift the status quo – in yourself and in
others. We will take a fun, interactive journey together that shifts your
perspective, blossoms a new paradigm and aligns you with the resources
to return to your work prepared to solve the dilemmas that drained you.

This course will explore new, innovative, and alternative materials that are
emerging for use in the fields of Architecture and Interior Design. The
course will inspire, delight, and challenge, every designer’s notion of what
materi-als are available, and how they can be used on projects. Designers
will see unique materials and familiar ones, and learn how they can be used
together in unexpected ways, as well as learn how to source, utilize, and
combine these materials. These materials will be examined in the context of
current trends in the global design industry and popular culture, taking into
account sustainability, advances in technology, globalism, and human
emotion.

GRACE JEFFERS
Design Historian, 

Materials Specialist 
and Writer

ANGELA MEROLA  
Professional

 Business Coach

GRETCHEN WAGNER
 Product Styling 

Associate at Interface

0.2 CEU

Sponsored by:



Grace Jeffers is an esteemed design historian, materials specialist and writer focus-
ing on the 20th century, whose approach blends art history, social history, material 
science and the practice of design. A graduate of the prestigious Bard Graduate 
Center for the Decorative Arts, she is a pioneer in her industry because of her focus 
on actual materials, rather than the objects they become.

As a curator, Jeffers is best known for her work restoring and preserving the Ralph 
and Sunny Wilson House in Temple, Texas, for which she received the prestigious 
Merit Award from the National Trust for Historic Preservation. She successfully ar-
gued that the use of modern materials in architecture warrants recognition. To this 
date, the Ralph Wilson House is the only structure in the National Register of Historic 
Places listed because of its use of material.

Having been born into the laminate world, Jeffers has always taken inspiration from the 
materials that comprise design objects. At the age of nine, she shingled her Valen-
tine’s Day project with laminate, while other students used paper doilies. As a de-
signer, she has created patterns and designs for paper, flooring, laminate and other 
decorative surfacing materials for over ten different major manufacturers.
Jeffers contributed to the catalog of the Cooper-Hewitt exhibition Skin: Surface and 
Substance in Contemporary Design, and has served as a contributor and design edi-
tor to architectural trade magazines for seventeen years.

In this age of tree plantations, engineered lumber and 

bio board, what, exactly, does “natural” mean? And, are 

natural materials always a better choice than manufactured 

ones? Explore these and other issues that influence our 

decisions about natural and synthetic materials. 

Discuss the surprising truths about materials, confront 

some preconceptions and ultimately become a more edu-

cated specifier. 

We’ll discuss a new set of criteria for evaluating the 

authenticity and appropriateness of materials—especially 

wood. 

Weigh the impact of synthetic versus natural materials, 

including which has the better environmental outcome. 

Learn to tell new stories through material choice. 

You’ll see materials in a more realistic and holistic way.

SEMINAR 1  9:30-11:00a 
THE NEW ARTIFICIAL: AUTHENTICITY AND MATERIALS
0.1CEU

GRACE JEFFERS
Design Historian, 

Materials Specialist 
and Writer

Sponsored by:



Whether you’re a budding designer or architect or a 

seasoned professional, your portfolio speaks for you, 

your skills and your creativity. 

Help it speak volumes by dropping by the table behind 

the Pavilion in the Expo Hall for an informal Q&A session 

with experts from the field on the latest in promotional 

methods to get you that first job—or that yearned-for 

career shift. 

Learn about the technology tools available to showcase 

your work and share your experience and design philoso-

phy. Find out how to play up your unique skill set to stand 

out from the crowd. Discover how to translate the wide 

variety of experiences you already have into a new focus 

and a reinvented professional life. 

Bring your portfolio, or simply bring an open mind. You’ll 

be glad you did.

DROP-IN Q&A 11:00 - 2:00P 
YOUR PORTFOLIO, YOUR CAREER:
CREATE, REFRESH, REINVENT



ANGELA MEROLA  
Professional

 Business Coach

Twenty five years developing and launching new product lines for Fortune 500 compa-
nies with multimillion dollar budgets; facilitating opposing teams to find exciting
solutions; mentoring executives to “get along” and managing budgets, timelines and
“waistlines” has positioned Angela perfectly for the role of helping design profession-
als keep their head on straight as a business owner and their heart engaged as a
creative genius.

Angela’s professional journey includes a BS degree in psychology, advanced certifica-
tions in creative brainstorm facilitation, intuitive decision making, and difficult conver-
sations.The absence of artistic freedom combined with her gift at opening peoples’
potential led Angela away from the Fortune 500 world and into entrepreneurship.
Already a seasoned speaker, she obtained certification as a professional coach. A
serendipitous invitation to speak to a group of interior designers launched her into
the world of design as educator, facilitator and coach. As clear as looking through a
window, Angela saw the need of designers to figure out the balance between creative
expression, managing their business and having a personal life.

For the past decade, Angela has been coaching, speaking and developing continuing
education workshops around topics that most people don’t talk about. She has been
invited to speak for UPS, Pepsi, Architectural Digest Home Show, High Point Market,
ASID Leadership conferences and local IIDA and ASID chapters.

Angela and her husband live in the heart of the wine country in Sonoma Valley, CA.
Her hobbies include travel to 6 continents, scuba diving, painting, cooking and teach-
ing tension releasing skills.

Starbucks did it.  Apple did it.  Tesla is doing it; taking 

a common everyday product, turning it upside down, and 

looking at it with fresh eyes, and then launching a new 

product that is an experience, a statement, a way of life.  

These people created the insight, tools and courage to 

take common products and change the face of the world.  

Interior design is primed and ready for the same transfor-

mation.  Do you have the courage to lead this revolution?   

I “challenge” you!

 

This CEU is an experience that will inspire you, fire you up, 

and equip you with the right tools to confidently shift the 

status quo – in yourself and in others.  We will take a fun, 

interactive journey together that shifts your perspective, 

blossoms a new paradigm and aligns you with the resourc-

es to return to your work prepared to solve the dilemmas 

that drained you.
 

SEMINAR 2  2:00 - 4:00P 
UNCONVENTIONAL WISDOM FOR BUSINESS GROWTH:
THE COURAGE TO LEAD INTERIOR DESIGN INTO A NEW ERA
0.2CEU



GRETCHEN WAGNER
 Product Styling 

Associate at Interface

Gretchen Wagner has been a part of the Interface family for two years as a member
of the Creative Team. She is a Product Stylist based in Atlanta, Georgia that works
closely with Interface’s social media team, website development and trend forecast-
ing. Prior to working at Interface, Gretchen pursued a BFA in Fibers from the Savan-
nah College of Art and Design in Savannah, Georgia where she met her love for trend
research and design.

This course will explore new, innovative, and alternative

materials that are emerging for use in the fields of Archi-

tecture and Interior Design.

The course will inspire, delight, and challenge, every

designer’s notion of what materials are available, and how

they can be used on projects.

Designers will see unique materials and familiar ones, and

learn how they can be used together in unexpected ways,

as well as learn how to source, utilize, and combine these

materials.

These materials will be examined in the context of current

trends in the global design industry and popular culture,

taking into account sustainability, advances in technology,

globalism, and human emotion.

SEMINAR 3  4:15 - 5:15P 
MATERIALS IN THE NEW NOW
0.1CEU
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